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The research/data curried out by scientists and submitted for
publication requires fastidious tasks through a long pathway
until the day of its publication. The Editors are the hub of the
process and have to handle the pressure of the authors—who
want to see their work published in the shortest time-
meanwhile without sacrificing quality and integrity of the
journal. In addition to his concern about the scientific con-
tent in a paper (quality), the editor still has to carefully
check and ensure the respect of publication ethics.
Submission/Editing systems such as the Editorial Manager
system (EM) is one of the tools used nowadays by journals
helping them to handle several hundreds of submissions
each year.

How to efficiently use and manipulate the different fea-
tures of EM from initial submission until rendering the
final decision (technical check and similarity report,
targeting/inviting relevant reviewers, responding to authors
queries, following up with Associate Editors and reviewers,
etc.)?

On the other hand, the increase of the Impact Factor is the
goal to achieve for the journal team, meanwhile it is the
catalyst of the journal success and plays a key role to attract
and gain interest of authors in term of number as well as
quality. Nevertheless, for a newly launched journal, several
approaches and actions have to be followed by the editorial
board to promote the journal and increase its impacts among
the scientific community and competitive journals.

This workshop intends to present/discuss the main steps
for a successful editing process: What should be done and
how it is done?
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